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Droplet dispersion through a vertical turbulent air flow was 
studied and then analyzed using image processing. The droplets which 
were 90 microns in diameter, were found to have a decreasing 
concentration at an increasing radial location when the data was taken 
50 centimeters downstream from the point of injection.
A correlation between the droplet size and the image size was also 
found. The size of the droplets was known and the image sizes were 
found using image processing software. It was found that under the 
given flow conditions that the image size to droplet size ratio was 9 : 5.
The use of image processing to acquire and analyze the data was 
also tested. It was found to be a superior method compared to past 
methods because more accurate data was produced in a shorter amount
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I. INTRODUCTION
An understanding of two phase flows is important for numerous 
industrial processes. These applications include coal gasification, 
transportation in oil and gas pipelines, and the improvement of design 
equations for cooling and thermal/hydraulic systems in nuclear power 
plants. When water flows concurrently with turbulent air at large
velocities, annular flow results with water flowing along the pipe wall 
and the air flowing through the center. Some of the water becomes 
entrained in the air as droplets. These droplets are formed by 
atomization of the liquid layer flowing along the wall and then deposited 
back on the wall.
This investigation is motivated by a need to understand annular 
flow. Techniques are developed to study the dispersion of water 
droplets in a turbulent air flow. The air flows downward through a
vertical test section and the water droplets are generated by an injector
introduced into the test section. An axial viewing technique is used to 
lake pictures of the droplets which can then be analyzed using image 
processing (sometimes referred to as digital picture processing).
The image processing is used to automate completely the data 
acquisition. In a previous investigation by Michael l.ee l l lJX7), 
negatives were analyzed with a viewfinder and the droplet positions 
were found by manually calculating the distance between the droplets 
and the center of the pipe. The contribution of this thesis is the testing 
of image processing to speed up the analysis of photographs. Droplet
images are recorded on a monitor with a video camera and then 
analyzed by a computer. The computer software, Imagepro, is used, 
This thesis improves some o f the techniques used by Lee (1987) 
and John Vames (1985) to study droplet dispersion and introduces 
different methods o f data analysis. These new methods of analysis not 
only speed up the determination of droplet positions but also allows the 
measurement o f drop size.
3II. Tl I RORY
In past studies by Lee (1987) and Vames (1985) of 
dispersion, good results have been obtained for droplets radial and 
tangential velocities of droplets. In contrast, the past investigations on 
droplet concentration profiles have yielded questionable results. This 
investigation v is  done to determine if better dispersion results could be 
obtained by using image processing and to determine the relation 
between image and particle size.
Past investigations that have been done by Ginsberg (1970),
Snyder and Lumley (1971), McCoy (1978), Vames (1985), and Lee 
(1987) have suggested that droplet concentration profiles follow a 
Gaussian distribution. The droplet concentration as a function of position 
is determined by dividing the pipe into a number of equal radial 
increment rings. The concentration as a function of radial position is 
then determined by
Cone, = ------------ ^ --------------------
K ( r l+| - r2,) * Az * n
where N = total number of images within ladii rl+| and r>
Az = thickness of light sheets, I cm 
n = number of light pulses, I
The number of droplets that needs to be analyzed to obtain good results 
has to be greater than 1000 since Lee (1987) analyzed 800 droplets and 
found that number to be too small.
4When a droplet is photographed the image that is projected onto 
the film  w ill have a different size because of diffraction, If a correlation 
can be established between the image size and the droplet size, it can be 
used in experiments to determine droplet size. The image processing 
techniques, utilizing the Imagepro software, are capable of establishing 
this correlation.
Image processing is used because of its capability to completely 
digitize a picture. It works by taking a picture of the image with a CCD 
shutter camera which sends the image to a computer. The image is then
converted to digital units by assigning a number value in the range of 0 
(black) to 255 (white). The computer also assigns each digital unit to a 
location in a 512 x 480 array. This array represents the number of 
pixels contained in the video monitor that the image was projected onto. 
The data is then easily manipulated using software to find droplet 
position and size.
5III. LXPLRIMKNTAL
A. The How System
The flow system used in this investigation is located in Rooms 194 
and 294 Roger Adams Laboratory. The procedure used to run the 
system is described in theses by Lee (1987) and Vames (1985). 
Schematic diagrams of the air generating, regulating, and flow systems 
appear in figures 3.1 - 3.3.
The air used in the experiments is generated by an Ingersoll Rand 
air compressor located in Room lb of Roger Adams Laboratory. It flows 
from the compressor to a surge tank to limit pulsations which would 
affect the data, and then to Room 21OH Roger Adams Laboratory where 
it is regulated and monitored. Mere it is directed either to a three inch 
or a one inch diameter pipe. Laeh of the pipelines is equipped with a 
Meriam stainless steel orifice plate to measure the air flow rate. The 
one inch pipe and a .524 inch orifice plate were used in this 
investigation. A calibration curve for the orifice appears in Appendix 
along with the computer program that was used to calculate the air 
velocity. Both the calibration curve and the computer program were 
obtained from Lee (1987). The air flow is regulated by a differential 
pressure controller.
The air flows to a humidifier to prevent the vaporization of the 
droplets before they enter the photographic section. The relative 
humidity of the air had to be about 60-70 percent. The air then flows
F ig u re  3.1 A ir G e n e ra tin g  S ys tem  (R o om  16) CD
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Figure 3.2 Air Flow Regulating System (Room 21 OB)
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9through a specifically designed tee section to promote asymmetrical flow 
and to quicken the development of a fully developed flow. The vertical 
test section consists of two inch i.d. polyvinyl chloride (PVC) piping and 
three transparent Plexiglass sections where the droplets are injected, 
illuminated, and photographed.
The Plexiglass pipe used for the injection of the droplets is located 
216 inches below the tee section so the turbulent air is fu lly developed 
when the droplets are introduced into the section. It is depicted in 
Figure 3.4. A droplet collector is inserted into the pipe under the 
injector when no droplets are desired in the flow and is removed when 
pictures are taken. Four alignment wires are used to make sure the 
injector is in the center of the pipe.
The droplets injected into the air flow travel downward fifty  
centimeters to the optical viewin section. The optical viewing section 
consists of a two inch i.d. Plexi^ »ss pipe completely covered with black 
plastic and electrical tape except for a one centimeter opening that 
allows the light sheet to enter the test section. The test section is 
covered in black so that stray light won’t affect the pictures. A diagram 
o f the viewing section is given in Figure 3.5. The fiashlamp and the 
focusing lens rest on an aluminum platform that can be moved 
vertically. The purpose of the focusing lens is to form the light from the 
fiashlamp into a light sheet. With the given distances between the 
fiashlamp, focusing lens, and test section, a light sheet 1.5 centimeters 
high is focused on the one centimeter slit in the test section. After a few
10
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rolls of pictures were taken, it was decided that the light was not 
sufficient to illuminate the droplets. Consequently, an additional 
flashlamp and focusing lens were added on the opposite side, as shown 
in Figure 3.6. The two flashes fired at the same time.
The camera and flashes are connected to a triggering system so 
that only one button has to be pushed in order to trigger the two flashes 
and the camera at the same time. A diagram of this set up is shown in 
Figure 3.7. The camera used is an Olympus OM-4 with an auto winder 
attached. The lens is a Kiron 80 200 mm macrotelephoto lens with a 
Vivitur 67 mm close-up lens attachment. The Olympus M. AC Control 
Box is needed to trigger the camera and the flashes. I he triggering box 
allows a time delay to be set between Hashes or a delay between the 
time of a flash and w hen the button is pressed. I his is important since 
the flashes need a delay time in order to allow the aperture to open. 
Also, it can be set so there is no time delay between the two flashes so 
they go off at the same time. The entire test section from the injection 
section to the optical viewing port was enclosed in curtains so stray light 
cannot affect the pictures.
The optical viewing port is located at the bottom of the vertical 
test section. A diagram of the viewing port is given in Figure 3.8. The 
camera is mounted at the very bottom and is aimed directly upward. 
Another removable droplet reservoir is located right above the optically 
flat quartz window' to catch the droplets when pictures aren’t being 
taken. Since the viewing port is made of Plexiglass, entering light from 
the flashes could ruin the pictures. For this reason, the entire viewing
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port is covered with black plastic and electrical tape except for the place 
where the camera lens is placed.
From the viewing port the air/water mixture flows to a separator 
which has steel wool packing material to filter out the water. The water 
from the separator is sent to a drain and the air is discharged to the 
atmosphere via a muffler.
Ri The..Injection System
The injection system consists of an injector, a droplet generation 
chamber, a water reservoir tank, and a tank of compressed air. A 
schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 3.9. The process of 
generating droplets starts with the compressed air tank. After the 
compressed air flows through a Nupro 60 micron stainless steel air filter, 
it flows into the top of the water reservoir tank. The water reservoir 
tank is filled with ultrapure, deionized water from a Nanopure water 
system. With the compressed air coming into the tank, the water is 
forced out the bottom where it flows to a Nupro 15 micron stainless 
steel water filter. After passing through the filter, the water goes 
through a rotameter which measures the water flow rate. The water 
flow rate can be changed by using the regulator valve located after the 
water reservoir tank. Immediately prior to entering the droplet 
generation chamber, the water goes through a 0.2 micron pore size Mini 
Capsule Filter manufactured by Gelman Science. The water needs to be 
filtered this well to prevent the injector from clogging. Once the water 
enters the droplet generation chamber, it encounters a vibrating
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bimorph transducer. The bimorph transducer is the driving force 
behind the break up of the stream of water flowing out o f the injector 
tip into droplets o f uniform size. The bimorph transducer is vibrated at 
a specific frequency generated by a Wavetek Multifunction Generator. 
However, Vames (1985) found that the voltage needed to be amplified 
from 30 volts pcak-to-pcak to 70 volts peak-to-peak.
C. Running the blow System
The procedure for running the flow system is as follows:
1. Check to make sure the other two flow systems connected to 
the air flow pipes are closed in Room 2 1 OB RAL,
2. Open up the air entrance and exit valves to the flow system 
located on the top level of Room 294 RAL.
3. Set up the camera and flash system according to Figure 3.7 and 
use the following settings on the camera and triggering box: 
Aperture opening = 11
Shutter speed = 1 second
Time delay between pressing button and flash = 50 milliseconds 
Time delay between flashes = 0 seconds
4. Turn on the vacuum system connected to the two droplet 
collection reservoirs and push both reservoirs into the test 
section.
5. Eject any water that is located after the 0.2 micron filter by 
turning on the water flow since algae growth could have
occurred since the last run. Also eject any air bubbles in the 
droplet generation chamber.
6. Connect the injector to the droplet generation chamber and 
mount it in the droplet injection section. It is important to 
support the droplet generation chamber so the injector does not 
bend.
7. Set the proper water flow rate and frequency on the 
multifunction generator according to Table 3.1. Also make sure 
the multifunction generator is set to produce a sine wave.
8. Check the air flow rate regulator on the control board in 
Room 21 OB RAL to be sure it is turned off and that the proper 
manometer is set to be used. Also make sure that the air flow 
is set to flow through the one inch pipe and not the three inch 
pipe.
9. In Room 16A RAL open the regulator valve following the surge 
tank and completely close the red regulator valve following the 
air compressor.
10. Turn on the compressor and let it come to full power.
I 1. Slowly open the red valve immediately following the
compressor by turning a half turn every 15 seconds.
12. In Room 2I0B RAL slowly open the air flow regulator and bring 
the flow up to the desired velocity. The air flow rate is 
determined by measuring the pressure drop over the orifice 
plate on the manometer in 2 1 OB and the other parameters 
needed for the computer program given in Appendix A.
1 9
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Table 3.1: Droplet l ;lovv Conditions
Injector Tip Size Water Flow Rate Frequency Droplet Size
(m icrons) (ml rn i n ) (kHz) (microns)
76.2 2.3 20.8 1 50
50.8 1 43.2 9 0
13. Remove the droplet collection reservoir below the injector tip.
14. Just prior to taking a picture remove the second droplet 
collection reservoir in the optical viewing port. Then 
immediately after hitting the trigger button on the M. AC 
Control Box and the flashes go off, push it back into the test 
section.
15. The quartz window needs to be cleaned after every six pictures 
due to water buildup. This is done by inserting both droplet 
collection reservoirs into the test section and removing the 
window via the two bolts at the bottom of the optical viewing 
port and drying it o ff with a dry lintless towel.
16. Once all of the pictures are taken the flow system needs to be 
shut down.
17. Slowly close the red valve following the air compressor by 
turning a half turn every 15 seconds until it is fully closed.
18. Turn o ff the compressor.
19. Remove the camera and put away the rest of the triggering 
system.
20. Remove the injector from the test section, disconnect it from 
the droplet generation chamber and quickly put it in the 
storage beaker so it doesn’t dry out.
21. Turn o ff the rest of the instruments and the vacuum system.
22. When all of the air has evacuated the pipes and the test section, 
close the air flow regulator valve in 2 1 OB RAL.
23. Develop the film  as described in Section F.
I). Making the Injector
'I he injector consists of a piece of 1/8 inch stainless steel tubing 
with a 90° bend and a glass capillary glued to the droplet producing end. 
A diagram of the injector appears in Figure 3.10. Also located on the 
injector are a Plexiglass plug and a copper plug with an O-ring. The 
Plexiglass plug is used to attach the injector to the test section and the
copper plug is used to prevent any air flow from leaking from the test 
section. I he 90° bend allows a downward flow of the droplets so that 
there is no initial momentum in the radial direction.
I he technique ol attaching a glass capillary to the end of the 
stainless steel tubing was developed by Lee and Vames. With different 
size capillary openings, droplets of varying sizes can be produced. Lee 
and Vames found that with capillary sizes of 76.2. 50.8, and 25.4 
microns in diameter, droplets with diameters of 150, 90, and 50 microns 
were produced.
The procedure tor making the injector was to first bend the 
stainless steel piping at a 90° angle two inches from the end. Next, the 
two plugs were placed on the tubing and the nut and ferrules were also 
attached to the non-injecting end. Then, one end of the glass capillary 
was ground smooth on an Hcomet III (Jrinder/Polishcr. Next, the other 
end was scored and broke o ff about three millimeters from the polished 
end. The polished end was then carefully glued to the stainless steel 
tubing using Ultraviolet Sensitive glue manufactured by Loctitc 
Corporation. A small amount of glue was placed on the tubing rather 
than the glass capillary so that the small opening in the glass wouldn't
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Figure 3.10 Droplet Injector Design
be filled with glue. The injector was placed under a four watt ultraviolet 
lamp for 24 hours to ensure curing. The special feature of the UV 
sensitive glue is it w ill not bond under normal light (i.e. in a lab room). 
The remaining end is then ground and polished to a thickness of less 
than one millimeter. It is extremely important that the two ends of the 
glass capillary are perpendicular because deflection of the droplets w ill 
occur i f  they aren’t perpendicular. The small thickness of the capillary is 
necessary to lim it the pressure drop across the capillary so as to prevent 
it from being blown o ff the steel tubing.
LL__lilld o g g j n g
The injector occasionally w ill become clogged for a variety ol 
reasons. This was a big problem encountered by Lee (14>S7 > and Vames 
(1985) in their investigations. One reason the injector clogs is it the 
injector dries; the minerals in the water left on the injector tip can 
sometimes be large enough to completely block flow through the tip ol 
the injector or just partially block it causing a deflection ol the droplets. 
For this reason, the injector is always stored in a covered beaker in 
ultrapure, deionized water from a Nanopure water system. All of the 
water used in the experiment is obtained from a Nanopure water system 
since it filters out all of the particles in the water large enough to clog 
the injector. A problem with storing the injector in water is the growth 
of algae in the injector which can clog the tip. Two different approaches 
were taken to combat this problem. The fiist was to add a small amount 
of bleach to the water but this caused corrosion of the copper plug
attached to the injector. Since algae require light to grow, the beaker of 
water with the injector were stored in a dark place. This method 
completely resolved the problem of algae growth and injector clogging.
If, for some reason, the injector does become clogged, it can be 
cleaned. A diagram of the setup to do this is shown in Figure 3.11. The 
injector is placed in a Bransonic Ultrasonic Cleaner in a soapy solution 
made with ultrapure, deionized water from the Nanopure system. The 
opposite end of the injector tip is attached to a vacuum line with a 
vacuum flask and then the soapy solution is sucked back through the 
injector. The soapy solution is sucked back through the injector for 
about five minutes and then new water is placed in the cleaner which is 
then used to rinse the injector. The clean water is sucked through lor 
about five minutes to ensure that all of the soap is rinsed I torn the 
injector.
I; . Developing the Film
After the pictures have been taken and before they can be 
analyzed using the image processing, the film  needs to be developed.
The best way to learn to develop the pictures is to have someone show 
you who knows how to do it. But, for reference, a brief overview 
follows. The first few steps all have to be done in complete darkness so 
the film  is not ruined. With the lights off, the film  is taken out of the 
container by using a can opener to open one end and special precautions 
have to be used so as to not touch the film  with your hands. Next, the 
film  is wound onto the spools before it is placed in the plastic developing
To Vacuum Line 26
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tub. As soon as the cover is attached to the plastic tub, the red light in 
the room can be turned on. The D-19 developer, manufactured by 
Kodak, is added to the film , agitated immediately for 30 seconds and 
then allowed to settle for 30 seconds. The mixing and settling procedure 
is continued for a total of four minutes after which the developer is 
poured down the drain and the film  and container are rinsed with 
deionized water for a couple of minutes. Next, the fixer, also 
manufactured by Kodak, is added and the film  is agitated continuously 
for four minutes after which it is also poured out. The film is then 
rinsed with deionized water for at least five minutes to be sure that all 
of the chemicals are washed away. The lights can then be turned on and 
the negatives are hung up to dry.
Cl,.. |tmtg€:.-l!lPCess.tng
Using image processing to analyze the images on the negatives is a 
refinement to the process. In past investigations, the negatives were 
analyzed using a viewfinder and manually adjusting a set of crosshairs 
to the droplet position. This method was extremely laborious and time 
consuming. Thus, the use of image processing is extremely attractive 
since it automates the process a great deal and reduces the analysis time
m arkedly.
Although image processing provides a better method of acquiring 
and analyzing data, some problems existed with it. Stuart (1990) 
attempted to find the pipe center and particle positions using image 
processing in similar experiments involving solid particles traveling
through turbulent water. However, he was unsuccessful in determining 
the positions due to the incorrect assumption that a pixel is square. A 
new computer program appears in Appendix A that correc tly 
determines the pipe center and droplet distance from the center. The 
center of the pipe is found by first using three coordinates of the pipe 
wall to form two chords. Then, the perpendicular bisectors of the two 
chords is taken and their intersection is the pipe center. The program 
overcomes the problem of calculating incorrect distances from the pipe 
center by converting the coordinates of the droplets into vertical and 
horizontal distances from the pipe center. These distances are then 
converted from number of pixels to inches by knowing the height and 
length of one pixel. The Pythagorean theorem is then used to find the 
distance between the pipe center and the droplet.
An experimental set-up o f the image processing equipment 
appears in Figure 3.12. The Micro Technica TK-66 CCD shutter camera 
with 20 mm lens extension sends the image of the negative to the Dell 
System 310 computer and Imagepro software where the image is 
converted and sent to the Video monitor. The Dell computer monitor is 
used to carry out the various computer commands.
Lli,, Dmplgt Concentration,, Profiles
The data needed to form droplet concentration profiles is acquired 
using various menus inside the image processing software. The first 
step is to load the image into the computer and onto the screen and then 
to find the coordinates. A list of the functions to be done are as follows:
28
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1. Turn on the computer, video monitor, computer monitor, and 
camera power source.
2. Load the image processing software by typing cd Imagepro and 
then Imagepro,
3. Load and image onto the screen by clicking the acquire menu 
and then clicking the continuous option twice.
4. Enter the measurement menu and choose line measurement.
5. Shrink the line down to a single point and position on a point on 
the pipe wall. The software displays the location of the dot.
Three points should be taken on the pipe wall for inputting into 
the computer program.
6. Position the point on the in focus droplets on the screen and 
record their positions as well.
7. Input the data into the computer program given in Appendix A 
and record the results.
I. Droplet Sizing
The method of sizing the droplet images with the image processing 
software is more elaborate. In order to size the droplet images, the pipe 
wall and all of the out of focus droplets have to be eliminated and the 
picture has to be transformed into a bi-level picture. The hi-level 
picture consists of the droplets being completely black (with a gray level 
value of 0) and the rest of the screen being completely white (with a 
gray level value of 255). The procedure for obtaining the droplet image 
size is as follows:
Load the image onto the screen as before with the droplet 
concentration profiles.
Save the image onto a disk by entering the file menu and 
choosing the save image option.
Transform the image into a bi-level image by doing the 
follow ing:
a. Lnter the analysis menu and choose the line protile option.
b. Position the line on the droplet and click the mouse.
c. With the given line profile, find the value that is the 
midpoint of the high and low point of the dip in the line 
profile and remember that number as being the threshold 
value.
d. Enter the contrast menu and choose the threshold option. 
Set a foreground value of 255, a background value of 0, 
and then set the threshold value.
e. Transform all of the droplets into bi-level images and
then enter the contrast menu. In the contrast menu Select 
the entire image as the area of interest (AOI) and set the 
values as before except for the threshold value. If the 
threshold value is set at a low number (like 1 or 2) 
everything except for the droplets w ill go to a value of 
255.
Now the picture is a bi-level image, except that it needs to be 
transformed from a black on white image to a while on black 
image. This is done by the following:
a. Save the im ag e  as before , rep lacing the o r ig in a lly  stored
image.
b. Knter the operations menu and choose unar\ option
c. Choose the entire image as the AOI, then choose the 
arithmetic, and then the difference (diff) options.
d. Kor the constant that is used to subtract the page from, 
enter 255 since when the values of the current page are 
subtracted from 255, the black w ill become white and 
vice versa.
Since the Imagepro software can only operate from a certain 
type of file, the file needs to be transformed from a HIT file to 
a .KLT file. This is done by the following:
a. Kntcr the user modules menu and choose the tile 
converter option.
b. Select the options in this order: file, select save format,
user specified, default, and save image.
c. The image is now saved under the file <filename>.l*LT.
Once again enter the user modules menu and choose the particle 
sizing format.
As the file to be analyzed, enter <filename>.KLT and as the 
destination file enter <filename>.DAT.
The information of the droplet size can now be accessed in the 
.DAT file upon exiting Imagepro.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The trials in this investigation were run with the air flowing at 636 
centimeters/second, which yielded a Reynolds number of 21,000. A ll 
pictures were taken fifty  centimeters from the injector tip. A print of 
one of the photographs appears in Figure 4.1. The picture shows clearly 
defined in focus droplets as well as cloudy out of focus droplets. The out 
of focus droplets cun not be used as data since they are not in the 
viewing section. Figure 4.2 shows the cause of the out of focus droplets. 
The light that enters the test section is refracted by the Plexiglass and 
then is also reflected o ff the opposite side of the section. This stray light 
illuminates droplets that arc not in the viewing section.
In the droplet concentration profile studies not enough data was 
accumulated to get accurate results. Lee (1987) studied a sample size of 
800 droplets and decided that it was not nearly enough. In this 
investigation a sampling of only 150 droplets was analyzed due to time 
constraints. The pipe was divided into ten equal radial incremental 
rings and then the data was analyzed according to equation 2.1 and 
plotted in Figure 4.3 The graph shows that the droplet concentration 
decreases with increasing radial locution. This agrees with previous 
studies, but not enough data is sampled to determine a statistical 
correlation.
The droplet sizing technique was extremely successful. Uniform 
size droplets were produced in the photographs and sized. The size of
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Figure 4.2 Cause of Out of Focus Droplets
Figure 4.3 Droplet Concentration
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the droplets was an average of 9 pixels. Using the measurement 
function in Imagepro the length of an inch in pixels could be determined. 
Utilizing this correlation while not changing the camera conditions, it was 
found that a 90 micron diameter droplet should be about S pixels in size. 
It is known from past investigations by Lee (1987) and Vames (1983) 
that the injector used produced droplets 90 microns in diameter. 
Therefore, under the camera conditions used, the correlation between 
image size and droplet size is 9 : 5.
38
V. CONCLUSIONS
The study of droplet dispersion using image processing produced 
the following conclusions:
1. At the given flow conditions and optical distances, droplet 
concentration decreased with increasing radial location. This is 
consistent with past investigations. Due to time constraints, not 
enough data was acquired to determine a statistical correlation 
about the droplet concentration.
2. The droplet sizing technique was refined for this investigation. 
The size of the droplets produced was known from past 
investigations by Lee (1987) and Vames (1985) and a the image 
processing software has the capability to size the droplet 
images, so a correlation between the two was found. It was 
found that the ratio between image size and droplet size is 9 : 5.
3. The use of image processing to acquire and analyze the data is 
an improvement over the past methods. The image processing 
is capable of analyzing the photographs quicker and more 
accurately.
VI. FUTURE WORK AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made for future work:
1. Use Kodak Technical Pan film  for data acquisition as opposed to 
the Kodak T-Mux 400 film  used in this study. The technical pan 
film  is more resolved than the T-Max film  thus producing more 
resolved pictures. The greater resolution could make the image 
processing more act*urate.
2. Design a method of water removal from the optical glass 
window in the optical viewing port. The current method of 
cleaning the glass after every four pictures is extremely 
laborious and time consuming. The water collects on the glass 
because the water reservoir in the viewing port does not extend 
all the way to the pipe walls on two sides. Therefore, any water 
along the pipe wall collects at the bottom on the optical glass 
window. This collection of water affects the data acquisition 
since it causes in focus droplets to appear out of focus. 
Consequently, it is hard to determine whether a droplet is out of 
focus due to light scattering or water collection on the viewing 
port. Two possible design ideas are to blow air across the 
optical window to clear the glass or to completely redesign the 
entire optical viewing port and equip it with a resovoir that 
extends all the way to the edges.
3. Input the computer program for determining dispersion 
distances into the Imagepro software. Imagepro allows the
4 0
inputting of other programs into it. Since the droplet sizing 
program already gives the coordinates of the droplet, the 
program could be coupled with the existing program to not only 
give the size of the droplet, but also the distance from the pipe 
center.
4. Conduct similar experiments to this one except operate them at 
different Reynolds numbers for air flow and take the pictures at 
different distances from the injector.
5. Conduct droplet radial velocity experiments utilizing the 
multiple flash sequence outlined in Lee (1987).
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APPPl-NDIX A: COMPL'TI-R PROGRAMS
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES I I IK MEAN AXIAL VELOCITY AND 
C REYNOLDS NUMBER IN A PIPE.
C
C COURTESY OF Dr. J. S. Vames 
C
C INPUTS: 1) ORIFICE DIAMETER IN T lIE  ORIFICE PLATE, D2
C 2) DIAMETER OF IT Hi LINK I’OR WHICH THE ORIFICE
C PLATE, IS LOCATED. L
C 3) DIAMETER OF' Tl IK TEST SECTION, DT
C 4) TEMPERATURE IN Tl Ili TEST SECTION, TO
C 5) ATMOSPIIKRIC PRESSURE, PA
C 6) LINE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE BEFORE THE
C ORIFICE PLATE. PI AND T l
C 7) PRESSURE DROP OVER Tl IE ORIFICE PLATE, DELH2
C 8) ORIFICE COEFFICIENT, OOF
C THIS PROGRAM ASSUMES Tl I AT T l IE STATIC PRESSURE IN THE
C TEST SECTION IS EQUAL TO ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
C INPUT FIXED DATA, PIPE AND ORIFICE SIZE
f i i i i i t i  iiiiilili iiillllllllinillUl tit lilt MUl t < it f i t  it til
REAL L
PRINT*,•ORIFICE DIAM.dN.), LINE SIZE(IN.), TEST SECTION DIAM ’
READ*,D2,L,DT
B=D2/L
15 PRINT*,'TEMPERATURE IN Tl IE TEST SECTION, TO (DEG C)' 
READ*, TO
PRINT*, 'ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (MM HCi)'
READ*, PA
PO=62.4*(PA/25.4)* 13.6/12+(PA/760*2116.224) 
DENO=.()01205*62.43*(293.13/(TO+273.13))*(PO/2116.224) 
aijnuoDraDCO oaoajO G Uofflxu ixLro 
C INPUT ORIFICE DATA
PRINT*,’UPSTREAM PRESS (PSIG), TEMP (DEG C)’
READ*, PI,TI
70 PRINT*,'PRESSURE DROP OVER ORIFICE (CM),SPG' 
READ*,DELH2,SPG2
C CALCULATE ORIFICE COEFFICIENT 
c o u a m r r m m m m x m i j j u u o L u i T O  
A0=3.14159*(DT**2)/576 
A2=3.14159*(D2**2)/576 
DELP2=62.4*(DELII2/2.54)*SPG2/I2 
PA=PA/760* 14.696
DENl=.00l205*62.43*(293.i3/(TI+273.l3))*((P l+PA)/l4.696)
R=(P1-(DELP2/144))/PI
Y=1-((I-R)/1.4)*(.41+.35*(B**4))
F=SQRT(( I -(B**4))/(2*32.17*DELP2*DEN I ))
50 PRINT*, 'GIVE ORIFICE COEFFICIENT
READ*,COF
W=C0F*Y*A2/F
VAVE=W/(DENO*AO)
RE=(DT/12)*VAVE*DEN0/1.24992E-5 
PRINT*, ,VAVE=,,VAVE.,Fr/S,.'RE='.RE 
PRINT*,' ’
PRINT*,'CONTINUE? 1(YES)/0(NO)' 
READ*, FLAG 
IF (FLAG.EQ.O) GOTO 60 
GOTO 50 
60 STOP 
END
craiiiiiraiiiannnxmjooLtxiiraiiiiniraxmmiinnxiir
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES 11 Hi COORDINATES OF THE CENTER
C OF A PIPE GIVEN T! IR Iili PIPE WALL COORDINATES. THESE
C COORDINATES CAN BE FOUND USING THE IMAGE PROCESSING
C SOFTWARE. THE PROGRAM ALSO CALCULATES THE DISTANCE (IN
C CENTIMETERS) THAT A DROPLET DISPERSES FROM THE PIPE 
C CENTER GIVEN THE DROPLET COORDINATES.
C
C WRITTEN BY DAVID A. SCHMIDT 
C
C WPXI ,WPY 1 ,WPX2,WPX2,WPY2,WPX3,WPY3= COORDINATES OF
C DROPLETS I.2.AND 3.
C XPIX,YPIX=LENGTII OF A PIXEL IN THE HORIZONTAL AND 
C VERTICAL DIRECTION. CAN BE MEASURED USING
C THE IMAGEPRO SOFTWARE.
C MDCHXI ,MDCH YI .MDCHX2.MDCT I Y2=COORDINATES OF THE
C MIDPOINTS OF THE TWO
C CHORDS FORMED FROM THE
C PIPE WALL COORDINATES.
C SLCHI,SLCH2=SLOPE OF THE TWO CHORDS
C CENTX.CENTY=P!PE CENTER COORDINATES
C DXI ,DY1«DRQPLET COORDINATES
C DIST=DISTANCE (IN CENTIMETERS) THAT DROPLET HAS DISPERSED
i iiti iiitMii • t i M t t  i n  M i m i i i  M i l
PROGRAM DISTANCE
REAL WPX1 ,WPY I ,WPX2, WPX2, WP Y2,WPX3,WPY3,XPIX, YPIX 
REAL MDCHX1 ,MDCI IYI ,MDCI IX2.MDCII Y2.SLCH I .SLCH2 
REAL SLCHA1 ,SLCI IA2,CENTX,CENTY,CI IOICE.DX 1 ,DY I 
REAL XDIS.YDIS.XDIS I , YDIS! ,DIST
C ENTERING THE COORDINATES OF Tl IE THREE POINTS ON THE PIPE
C W ALL
WRITE(*,*) ENTER THE (X.Y) COORDINATES OF WALL POINT #1’ 
R E A D (V ) WPX1.WPYI
WRITE(*,*) ENTER Tl IE (X.Y) COORDINATES OF WALL POINT #2’ 
READ(*,*) WPX2.WPY2
WRITE(*,*) ENTER THE (X.Y) COORDINATES OF WALL POINT #3’ 
READ(*.*) WPX3.WPY3
C ENTERING THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL LENGTHS OF A PIXEL
lit tttittt ttit tlii ililill ii« iitii tit i«9lrt« it t i i«« «t it
WRITE(*,*) ’IN CENTIMEIERS, ENTER THE l-ENGTH OF ONE 
+HORIZONTAL PIXEL’
REACH*,*) XPIX
WRITE(*,*) ’IN CENTIMETERS, ENTER THE LENGTH OF ONE 
+VERTICAL PIXEL’
REACH*,*) YPIX
CALCULATING THE MIDPOINT OF EACH CHORDC
4 X
MDCHXI =(WPX I +WPX2)/2 
MDCHY1 =( WPY1+WPY2 )/2 
MDCHX2=( WPX2+WPX3 )/2
MDCII Y2=( WPY2+WPY3 )/2
C CALCULATING Tl II* SLOPE OF HACII Cl IORD
cacraiTiirrxamimitttii u u t ttctraxorarraxrmmmiii:
SLCII1=(W PY2-W PYI)/(W PX2-W PXI) 
SLCII2=(WPY3-WPY2)/(WPX3*WPX2)
S LC IIA I= -I/S LC III 
SLC! I A2=-1 /SLCI12
C CALCULATING TUB PIPH CENTER COORDINATES
CENTX=((SLCHA2*MDCI IX2)+MDCHY I -(SLCHA1 *MDCHX1 )-MDCHY2) 
+/(SLCHA2-SLCHA l )
CENTY=(SLCHA I ♦CENI'X HSLCIIA1 *MDCHX1)+MDCHYI 
WRITE!*,*) YOUR PIPE CENTER IS LOCATED AT 
WRITE!*,*) CENTX.CENTY
C THE DO WHILE LOOP IS SET UP IN THIS WAY SO THE USER CAN DO 
C AS MANY POINTS AS DESIRED. TO EXIT THE PROGRAM THE USER 
C JUST HAS TO ENTER A 2.
i i i u i i i u i i i n i i  • tit f t  it i i i u i i i k  i i
c h o ic e r
IX) WHILE (CHOICE.EQ. I )
WRI TE!*.*) TO CALCULATE DROPLET DISPERSION DISTANCES 
+ ENTER A I . OR A 2 TO EXIT THE PROGRAM'
READ!**) CHOICE 
DO Wl I ILL (Cl IOICE.EQ. I )
atcum rairaraitra tuu  uun i ixucaxtimmimxrram;
C ENTERING HIE DROPLET C(X)RI)IN ATES
WRITE!*,*) ‘ENTER Tl IE DROPLET COORDINA TES' 
REAIX*,*) DXI ,DY I
C CALCULATING Tl IE DISTANCE I RON! Tl IE PIPE CENTER TO THE
C DROPLET COORDINATES BY UTILIZING I I IE PYTHAGOREAN 
C THEOREM
llilili11* 111 i «11 * t
XDIS=ABS(DX I -CENTX) 
YD!S=ABS(DYI-CENTY)
XDISI=XPIX*XDIS
YDISI =YPIX* YDIS
DIST=SQRT((XDIS I )**2+( YDIS I )**2) 
WRITE(*,*) ’YOUR DISPERSION DISTANCE IS’ 
WRITE(*,*> DIST 
END DO
END DO
END
Al'PI-NDIX B: CALIBRATION CHART
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